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Date:
20-24 July 2020

Venue:
Campus of the University of Hamburg, Hamburg downtown

Indico:
https://indico.cern.ch/e/boost2020

Inspire:
http://inspirehep.net/record/1704443
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Accommodation and Travel

Transportation
• International Airport (good connections from CDG/FRA/AMS/LHR/…)
• Airport is 20 min away from city center (trains every 10 min)
• Direct trains to Berlin and Munich every hour
• Excellent public transportation system

Accommodation
• Possibly reserve rooms in Mercure hotel (~10 min walk)
  ~400 Euros for 5 nights
• 80 hotels within 2km distance from venue
Tentative Social Events

Reception: 20up bar, Riverside Hotel

Dinner: at Harbor or on boat (could have boat tour afterwards)

Optional: brewery visit Tuesday evening / Wednesday afternoon
Financial Considerations

External Funding

- Quantum Universe Cluster: granted support of 10k Euro

- DFG (German Research Council)
  - Conference support
  - will apply for funding, decision about 4 months before start
  - 10-15k possible (depends on participants with PhD)

Workshop fee

- 250-350 Euros, reduced fee for students possible
  - covers reception, dinner, coffee breaks, possible lunches

- Financial support for special cases can be offered
Local Organization Committee

Andreas Hinzmann (co-chair, CMS, UHH)
Roman Kogler (co-chair, CMS, UHH)
Anna Benecke (CMS, UHH)
James Ferrando (ATLAS, DESY)
Johannes Haller (CMS, UHH)
Gregor Kasieczka (CMS, UHH)
Georg Weiglein (Theory, DESY)